FAQs deColourant &
deColourant Mist
FAQs
What is deColourant?
deColourant is a non-bleach color remover. Once it has been applied to dyed fabric, it is activated with heat—either an
iron, heat press or heat gun. After the color has been removed, the deColourant is washed out.

Why use deColourant instead of bleach?
Bleach is an aggressive chemical that can weaken and damage the integrity of a fiber. deColourant only affects the dye that
the fabric has been colored with and leaves the fiber unscathed. Working with bleach can also be a health and safety risk.
You don’t have to worry like that with deColourant.

Does the name deColourant come from another brand?
deColourant was the name of a product produced by Harbor Sales. Harbor’s Sales’ deColourant was very similar to Jacquard’s Discharge Paste. Jacquard has offered Discharge Paste for a long time and over those years, many of our customers commented that, while they love the product, the name “Discharge Paste” is unpleasant. “Discharge” is the technical
term for removing color from dyed fabric, but we understand that it has negative connotations outside the world of
textiles. So, when Harbor Sales asked if Jacquard was interested in acquiring the deColourant name and product line, we
leaped at the opportunity.

Is Jacquard’s deColourant different from Harbor Sales’ original deColourant
product?
The only difference is that Jacquard’s product is not scented with citrus the way Harbor Sales’ was.

Is the newly branded deColourant different from Jacquard’s previous Discharge
Paste product?
The only difference is that the new deColourant product is markedly more potent than the original Discharge Paste (and
it therefore tends to work better!). The rheology may also be slightly different, but if anything, it has improved.

Is Jacquard’s deColourant Mist different from Harbor Sales’ original product?
The only difference is that Jacquard’s product is not scented with citrus the way Harbor Sales’ was.
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What happened to Harbor Sales’ other deColourant products?
Harbor Sales used to offer deColourant, deColourant Mist, deColourant Plus (a colored paste) and deColourant SP (for
screen printing). The latter two have been discontinued and are no longer available. That said, deColourant Plus is easily
reproduced by mixing deColourant or deColourant Mist with one of Jacquard paints such as Dye-Na-Flow or Textile
Color. Jacquard’s deColourant is also excellent for screen printing.

I tried deColourant on a natural fabric that I did not dye myself and it didn’t work.
Why not?
Not all dyes are dischargeable. Some will discharge all the way to white while some won’t discharge at all. That is why we
always recommend testing the fabric first, if possible. You never know what commercial textiles and garments have been
dyed with. If you want consistent results, dye the fabric yourself with a dye you know to be dischargeable (we can recommend some!) or stick with a brand you trust to be consistent.
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Does deColourant only work on fabric?
deColourant has the potential to work on any dyed natural surface. (Again, not all dyes are dischargeable). It works well
on most craft papers, for instance. It will not work on pigmented paper or painted surfaces.

Do deColourant and deColourant Mist need to dry before applying heat?
There needs to be moisture present during heating to activate the chemical reaction, so it actually tends to work better to
heat when the print is still damp. As the print dries, it will become increasing important to use steam when ironing.

After heating, do I need to wash my fabric immediately? How long can I wait?
Once the print has been heated and the color has been satisfactorily removed from the fabric, there is no rush to remove
the deColourant.

Can I add color to deColourant? What type of products work well to colorize
deColourant?
Adding paints and inks to deColourant is a great way to work additively and subtractively at the same time! Mixing deColourant with a transparent paint like Jacquard’s Dye-Na-Flow, for instance, will produce incredibly vibrant colors on black
fabric, which is always a challenge for textile artists. Try combing deColourant with Neopaque, Textile Color, Airbrush
Color, Dye-Na-Flow, screen inks or other water-based paints.

What is the ideal heat/temp for discharging my fabric?
Use the highest temperature setting appropriate for the fabric type. Using steam will also help facilitate the reaction.

What do I do if I spill deColourant or get it in area I don’t want it?
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deColourant cleans up easily with water and does not activate until heated, so if you get some on an area of the fabric that
is undesirable, simply wash it out!
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